profilline
plastic pipe extrusion

Extrusion lines for winding pipe technology
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The product application
First of all we at bauku always look at the product
application before we look at the machinery to produce the
pipe systems. The list of possible applications is long as we
are able to tailor-make the plastic pipes according to the
needs.
Even though our extrusion lines are flexible in choice of
diameter range and profiles, we have four different series
depending on the main product application the customer is
looking for.
Water technology
Drinking water storage and supply,
rainwater transport, sea water intake
and outtake pipelines.
Sewer technology
Storm water retention tanks, sewer
pipelines, pipelines in treatment plants,
discharge and overflow manholes.
Industry technology
Tanks for the storage of chemicals, aircondition pipes, underground safety
tanks, pipelines, manholes with valves.
Landfill technology
Drainage pipes in the waste, telescopic
manholes, manhole towers, gas
collection stations, leakage water tanks.
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Drinking water storage tank DN 2300, underground
installation, with entry shaft DN 1200, length 18 m,
storage volume 74 m3.
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Sewage storm water retention tank DN 2500, length 35
m, with central overflow structure DN 3000, tangential
entry shafts DN 1200, storage volume 171 m3.

High outside loads

These pipes need a high ring stiffness
and a profiled wall construction to
combine a high stability with a low
weight. The profilline p-series is the
first choice in this case. The profilline c
-series might be an interesting
complement.

High inside load

These pipes need a high inside
pressure resistance and a solid wall
construction with a fiber or steel layer to
combine a high stability with a low
weight. The profilline s-series and fseries are the first choice in this case.
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The innovation
Founded in the year 1956, bauku is the most experienced
producer for profiled plastic pipes worldwide. From the very
beginning, bauku was using the own machinery technology
to produce and to sell plastic pipe systems for the German
Market. Up to now we created more than 30 patents, proving
that we are number one in innovation for the winded
extrusion pipe. The diameter range of our machines starts at
300 mm and ends at 5000 mm inner diameter.

4 profilline p-series with mandrel DN 3000
5 German patent for spiral winding process
6 Drawing under German Patent for spiral winding
7 Australian Patent for profiled pipe wall
8 Drawing under Australian Patent for profile
9 USA Patent for leakage inspection
10 Drawing under USA Patent for leakage detection
11 Japanese Patent registration
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p-series
extrusion lines for high ring stiffness pipes
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The bauku twin-head technology enables running a highly
flexible production. The machinery can switch from a square
profile to a round profile extrusion within just a few minutes.
By adding more layers and by changing the wall thickness
and profile distance, the number of possible wall structures
is nearly unlimited.

11 profilline p-series with mandrel DN 3400 and profile
pipe made from modern PP with socket and spigot end
for extrusion weld joint
12 Die head “round” with extrusion of the second profile
layer, modern PP
13 Twin-head technology, sketch of general design
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Production method
The profile is extruded with 200° C and is guided directly
onto the surface of a steel mandrel. The mandrel is turning
around at the winding station and the extruder passes the
station on a rail system. This movement results in a spiral
winding process, where the profiles are overlapping and
melting, as the material still has a temperature of 200° C.
Once the extrusion for a 6 m pipe is finished, the product is
cooling down, while the extruder is starting at the next
winding station.

After the cooling process, the mandrel is folded down and
extracted from the pipe, then folded up again and is
returning to the winding station for the next production
sequence.
14 Sketch of p-series with three winding stations
15 Sketch of typical profile for sewer pipes, smooth inside
wall and profiled outside wall
16 Transport of a mandrel DN 3500 in a double crane, the
mandrel is moved from the storage to the winding station
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All extrusion lines are installed and tested in our factory first
and the customer has the chance for a first inspection.
Afterwards the equipment is dismantled and shipped to the
customer.
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Cable installation for extruder controls
Main extruder and co-extruder as hopper version
Installation of a screw in the main extruder
Acceptance test with customer, hand-over of machinery

Diameter range DN 300 to DN 5000
Pipe length 1,5 m to 6 m
Stiffness values SN 2 to SN 75
Ouput capacity up to 1000 kg/h
Resin: modern PP or PE100
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c-series
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c-series
extrusion lines for core tube
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The core tube is used for the profilline p-series, where it is
guided into the extruder die head and is surrounded by the
extruded PP or PE.
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Corrugator with extruder and mold blocks core tube 80
Double winder for the extruded core tube, core tube
type 80 is in operation

Diameter range OD 31 to OD 97
Pipe length up to 750 m
Stiffness values SN 12 to SN 160
Ouput capacity up to 80 kg/h
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Resin: modern PP
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s-series
extrusion lines for high inside pressure pipes
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The die head for the composite pipe is able to include glass
fiber or steel wire in the extruded PE100 profile. The fiber
(steel) is increasing the pressure resistance of the pipe and
at the same time it is saving up to 50 % material.
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DN 3000, first solid wall layer, thickness 10 mm
DN 800, first layer with glass fiber has been placed
before, second layer is added now
Principle of the die head for the composite pipe
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s-series
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Production method
The general winding process is similar to the one described
for the profilline p-series. However the s-series is just
equipped with a single die head for the square profile. The
maximum profile in one pass is approx. 200 mm x 10 mm.
For the first layer an additional co-extrusion layer with
another color can be included. In addition the operator can
include a fiber inside the profile or a steel wire (depending
on the customer’s request). The carriage with the extruder is
running forward and backwards at the winding station to
increase the number of layers (and wall thickness).
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Principle of wall cross section
General layout of extrusion line with three winding
stations (similar to p-series)
DN 3000, PP solid wall pipe, length 5 m

Diameter range DN 800 to DN 4000
Pipe length 1,5 m to 6 m
Pressure class SDR 33 to SDR 11
Ouput capacity up to 1000 kg/h
Resin: PE100 or PP + fiber or steel

bauku
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f-series
extrusion lines for high inside pressure fittings
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Production method
The basic winding process is similar to the one described for
the s-series, but the f-series is just using mandrels with a
length of 2 m. On the other hand, on two double winding
stations a total of four mandrels can be put into operation
without a change of tools, creating a high speed process for
fittings. The size of the mandrels (diameter) can be different
at each position, as the extrusion line is highly flexible and
can produce different fitting diameters, wall thickness and
surface design without a change of tools.
The mandrels are folded on the stations and the fittings are
dismantled there. It is not necessary to transport the
mandrels with the fittings to a separate dismantling station.
The extrusion line can be equipped with the same die head
design as the s-series.
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Double winder, fixing ring for mandrel
Double winder with crane and infrared heating panels
Main control cabinet on carriage
General design of extrusion line with two double
winders
Typical fittings like stub ends and wall adaptors
OD 800, pipe with hubs for stub ends, SDR 33

The mandrels can be delivered either for the internal
measuring system (DN) or the external measuring system
(OD) depending on the standard of the pipes they should
match. The f-series can be delivered in two sizes, the f-500
for small diameters and the f-1000 for large diameters.

Diameter range OD 355 to DN 2400
fitting length 0,5 m to 2 m
Pressure class SDR 17 to SDR 11
Ouput capacity up to 400 kg/h
Resin: PE100 or PP

The success
When bauku started not only to produce plastic pipe
systems, but also to develop and to produce machinery lines
for the unique profile extrusion process in 1972, this was the
beginning of a successful story. In many countries all over
the world there was a serious interest in the high quality
products, as the environmental problems were similar to the
ones in Germany.
From the very beginning bauku decided to enter the foreign
markets step by step choosing the customers for the
machinery lines very carefully. The aim was not selling as
much extrusion lines as possible, but having long term
relationships with partners transferring the necessary knowhow for both, production technology and product technology.
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Canada

France

Norway
England

Germany

Italy
Serbia

Iran

VAE

India

South Korea
Japan

USA

China

Mexico

Malaysia

Australia
Trinidad

Today the profiled plastic pipes invented by bauku are
available in many countries all over the world, even though
the company name and the brand name of the product may
be different. Our customers are selling the pipe systems as
“spiral”, “black brute”, “performance pipe” or using other
brand names - however it is always the bauku technology
and quality that is behind the scenes.
We meet potential customers at the trade
Munich or the “K” in Düsseldorf, Germany,
attend on trade fairs in foreign countries. A
products, services and know-how is available
worth to discover the bauku world.
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Gerberstrasse 41, 51789 Lindlar, Germany
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